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AN ANALYSIS  OF THE USED  MACHINE TOOT,   MARKET 

IN THE UNITED STATED 

I. THE EFFECTS   OF NEW TECHNOLOGY 

Volumes have been written on the tecnologi •,!   M „,,. 
that  has descended  in the iast  dcade,   and particulev    Ui ' 

the last five years,   on the new machine toul  indurr-       um 

very  little  attention has  been paid  to  the  eiiVclr   of'unf 

storm on the used and rebuilt machine tool market  ~  offe - • 
that,   while they may be slower  in coming   ore neverthel«—" 

already discernible,   and will m  time  be equ,lly profound'' 

The reason is  so simple that one wonders wl-   ,t  ha- 
teen largely  neGlected.     It  is axiountie  to me   thai 

technological  chance or severe marketing  shift  in new 

machine tools can possibly occur without  causing reveri-er- 
tione  in the used and rebuilt machine tool  industry. 

It would be convenient -  but  impractical and L,rot,iy 

inaccurate - to separate t.ch„oloGical from market  chan-e-" 
and to  suppose that  two causes are operating independent!   " 

to achieve different  effects.    The machine toola of  today" 

cannot  be assessed in that fashion because too ,nany of  tl',nr 

are conceived,   designed,  produced,  marketed and operated - 

systems.    The unique feature,  separatine today's eyctems fro, 
the system« of yesterday,   is that  single machine tool,  have 

become  systems - through numerical-control,  pre-cet  toolin,- 

automatic tool changing,  computer feedback and other device-" 

We have machine tools,  in „ther words,  which arc approachlr.'" 
that machining mllennium which researchers have referred t 
as    VMS    — universal machine tools. 
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n- PROJECTIONS  AFFECTING USED TOOL SUPPLIES 

Where doea that leave the used and rebuilt machín« 
tool market?    Let  us first look at  some new machine tool 
projections  in one  area,  numerical-control. 

Francis J.  Trecker,  the president of Kearney & Trecker 
Corporation,   Milwaukee, Wis.,  e.nd a past president of the 

Notional Machine Tool Builders«   ASEOciation,  has estimated 

that 75 per cent of  the machine tools  in use 20 years from 

today will be numerically-controlled.1    This means that all 
but 3 few of  that  73 per cent will have to have been 

produced since lj6o,  when numerical-control made its first 

real impact  on the market  after the Machine Tool Show in 

Chicago.    And  it means that  all but about 6,000 to 7,500 

i)f that number will  be produced  in the  next 20 years.    This 

is a machinery replacement  job of  staggering proportions, 
Given an estimated total of 3,353,000 metal-cutting and 

metal-formine machine tools now operating in the United States/ 

The replacement,  of course,   is not a one-for-one 

proposition.     Numerically-controlled drilling machines of 

relatively simple types have time and again displaced two, 

three,   four and more conventional  drill presses.    Given these 

proportions,   it is within the realm of possibility that 

1.5 to 2 million machine tools will be displaced by 

numerically-controlled tools over the next two decades — 
an average of 7?,000 to 100,000 per year. 

ft>< 

Steel, p. 33,  Aug.  9, 1965 

-American Machinist.  9th Inventory of M«talworking Equipment, 
Jun« 10, 1^63 
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This l. 7 to 10 times the number of used tools  8old 
by th. 250 members of the Machinery Dealers National 
Atiociatlon in the peak years of 1963 and 1*54 

R. Douglas Williams,   the president  of William.'Machinery Co 
of Chatham,  N.J.,  and the chairman of the MDNA Statistical  ' 
Committee,  has compiled fibres for those  years,   ,h0win~ 
that 11,452 units were sold in 1964 and lo,643 units in'l¿3 
These figures include MDNA members  only,   acoountinc for 
33 per cent to 50 per cent of the nation« s  dealers    ,nd 
probably well over half of total used and rebuilt  cale,. 

Even while an uptrend in unit  sal*      of used and 
rebuilt tools can be anticipated,  it  is not going to be 
sufficient to absorb,   and carry in inventory,  all of the 
used machinery which can be expected to be removed from 
production floors.    New markets must  be created if the 
used and rebuilt  industry is to remain economically healthy. 

111 •      AIR FORCE TOOL REPIAGBMRWT 

A more specific  indication of machinery displacement 
trends was a study prepared by Chemical & MetallurGlcal 
Research,   Inc.,  Chattanooga, Tenn.,   under the supervision 
of the Manufacturing Technology   Division,   Wright-Patterson 
Air Force Base,  Dayton,   0.    It showed that  the number of 
machine tools in the Air Force Inventory would be cut in half 
by 1965, dropping from 64,000 to 32,000,  ae the following 
table shows 1 

Ühtfb M^taèH 
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And look also at the changea m the equipment mix, 

met dr.matic«Hy illustrated in the second part of the 

tabi, under the three electromachining typee - electro- 

erosion, electrodlscharge and electrochemical. Their 

combined percentage of the total number of machine tool, 

in the Air Force inventory in 1*4 was l.l per cent;  by 
1975, th.y .r. expected to compri« ly pw cent of the'tot.l. 

The fundamental question, for the uaed and rebuilt 

market, is the diBpoeition of the 32,OüO tools that will 

fo7t\rA\
A?nVent0ry " an aVerage °f nearly ^  * y» 

IZ    M "lr/0rCe ***'    Th*> c••>  <* «our.., be abaorbed, 
for utilization or surplus, by the Government, which in 

1963 owned and estimated 255,000 machine tool., or about 

J per cent of the total in met al working.2 They could alao 

find their way into the open marlc.t. In thi. reapect, it 

1« pertinent to quote from a letter dated July 30 1^ 

from Colonel Samuel P. Langl.y, Commander, Defenae '  ' 

lndu.tri.l Plant Equipment Cent.r, Memphis, Tenn., which 

oversee, the disposition of all Department of Defense-owned 

600 it Mlt ahOUld be intCreBtln« t0 ~t. that approximately 

Tt^  T! ^ •°nth are PreBCntly BOld °" the <*•" "***. 
either through military or contractor aale, office.. Thi« 

figure .hould remain fairly constant dependent upon the 
•bove exception.." 

MÍHEi 
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The exceptions Ilated by Col. Langley were! 

"(a) Emphasis placed upon updating the Department of 

Defense inventory, which is primarily based on availability 

of funds, and (b) World conditions, which obviously can 
result in fewer items on the market." 

I will turn later to an examination of the role of 

the Defense Industrial Plant Equipment Center, or DIPEC, 

in the machine tool market today. Fir.t, let us see what 

numerical-control is already doing in the used and rebuilt 
machine tool market. 

IV.   THE EFFECTS OF N/C ON THE USED TOOL MARKET 

The former president of the Machinery balera 

National Association, Belford A. Small, the president of 

MacDell Corp.,. Chicago, estimated in late 1964 that 

numerically-controlled toolE would compriael to 2 per cent 

of the dollar volume for that year, or triple the numerical- 

control share of the used market for a year earlier. 

"The trend is there/ he said, "i did a study on this and 

we anticipate in three year, (i.e., 1967) it will amount to 

10 per cent of the industry dollar volume. And by 1970 it 

will represent 25 per cent."3 Sine, numerically-controlled 

tools are generally more expensive than their conventional 

counterparts, the share In unit, will probably be le.s than 

that. But the curve is there and it will keep rising; 

eventually, the proportion of numerically-controlled tool« 

Iron Afi«i P. 25, Dec. 3, I965 
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with respect to the total number of tool. Ir UBO,  and the 

proportion of uaed numarieally-controlled tool, with r„p«ct 
to th. total number of used tools,  are going to balance out. 

Ü LT nOW and then'   a l0t Üf «"**»•"*» «nd adjustment. soma of  it very painful,   are g.ing to be gone through. 

The rea.cn ia that the used and rebuilt  industry l8 

discovering,  a. the new machine tool indu.try did before H 
that numerical-control 1. not jus    another machine tool        ' 
with an electronic "black box" attache      T> „-    < wim  .„      «.<    . attached.    It requires engineers 
with an intimate knowladg. of electromechanical,  electro- 
hydraulic and fully-lactronic servo systems,     it require, 
a sound appreciation of the multi-machining function, now 
poa.ible with one  tool;     it requires an awareness of the 
lnoraaaing .ophiaticatlon of meaaurement  and  inspection 
supporting equipment,     to bac!: up guarantees,   it requires a 
much higher level of  .km than has ever before been require! 
of rapair and maintenance per.onnel    - and more of them. 
The.« commenta are currently more particularly pertinent to 
the machinery rebuilder than to the dealer who  sell, without 
«building,  but eventually they will be just  as  important 

to the non-rebuilder.    Numerical-control cannot  be efficiently 
marketed any more than it can be efficiently designed and 
manufactured without a total encompassing knowledge of all 
ita aspects. 

•ÉÌÌalÌIEÉÌTiÌa^ ru »inaiitr-ná    íY?'"íI 
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V. TWO TRENDS  IN USED TOOL SALES 

It might be  interesting to note    here what  I 

consider to be two divergent trends,  brought on largely by 

an unprecedented boom in used machine tool sales. 

On the one hand,   under the press  of merket  conditions, 

the average-size,   general-purpose used machine tool is being 
sold with little or no rebuilding involved.    It  is  cycled 

out,  operated through its range of speeds and feeds,  cleaned 

up,  and delivered.     This does not imply  any carelessness on 

the part of the seller,   or any willingness on the part of 

the buyer to  accept  lesser-quality merchandise.     It does 

reflect the urgency  of production requirements today. 

On the other hand,  with the market  stimulus  again 

operating,  more large,   special-purpose machine tools are 

being thoroughly rebuilt than ever before.    By rebuilding, 

I mean that  the spindle bearing is rebuilt,  the machine 

ways are rescraped,   automatic controls and other optical 

equipment are added,   and the horsepower  is often inoreased. 

By and large,   it  is smaller companies who are buying 

the non-rebuilt tools and the bigger companies who  are 

going in for complete rebuilding jobs.     Three stimuli are 

operating to perpetuate the rebuilding trend,  in a kind of 

escalating fashion»    The United State»'   awesome appetite for 

goods is at bottom,   keeping industry extremely buay and 

generating sizeable  amounts of investment capital.    The 

builders of new machine tools, pushed to capaoity,   are 

forced to extend their delivery times, particularly on 
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larger tools.    Production requirements and the  long 
delivery times combine to put the  squeeze on  a manufacturer 
who cannot wait  for a new machine tool,  nudging him into 
the rebuilt market.    These are the conditions   of today and 
their duration is  open to question.    But even without theae 
conditions,  it is my contention that the rebuilding of 
major machine tools will occupy a  considerably  larger dollar- 
portion of tomorrow's  used tool market than it   does today. 
The great stimulus here will be numerical-control retrofitting, 
which was shyly approached at first  but has lately become an 
Acknowledged technique of machinery modernization.^    Control 
systems builders,  particularly Bunker Ramo Corp., Cleveland, 
Ohio,   have contributed to the push behind this   approach. 
Not all machines can be successfully retrofitted with 
numerical-control  systems, but enough has been done to 
establish   the rationale for considering that  option. 

Retrofitting,  of course, provides the equivalent 
in the numerical-control arena of one of the classic, 
indisputable motivations for machine tool rebuilding — 
and that is cost,   a much lower cost than a manufacturer 
would have to pay for a new numerically-controlled tool. 
Provided that the rebuilding declaion is technically sound, 
the purchaser of a rebuilt, retrofit machine tool will have 
a bargain equivalent to that which the buyer of a rebuilt 
tool has always been able to obtain. 

Metmlworkl^ ftrç,    p.x, ^^ 3#   ¿^ 

i i**- fi Iflr tJfa --**—     ..,-^v.,.—. 
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I cannot  stress too heavily    however, that the 

question of retrofitting vs.  purchasing  a new tool muet be 

approached first of all from an engineering standpoint, 

and secondarily from economic considerations.    It would be 
folly to reverse those criteria. 

VI. THE USED TCOL MARIAT  A3 A WHOLE 

Some  attention ought  now to be given to the used 

machine tool mar:.et as a vihole.    It has been estimated 

that used tool  sales for  IJ65 will reach  approximately 

Y3 J million,   substantially  above the former record high 

established just  ? year  a^o.     The Machinery Dealers National 
Association  (see pa^e 3)   has  reported that sales in the 

second quarter o£ this year were at a record high for  any 

quarter,  reaching- an index figure of 174.7.      The effect 

of this selling pace on inventories was readily apparent» 

In June,  the final month of the quarter,   the number of 

used tools  invoiced at  ¡¿200 or more dropped 14,9 per cent 

behind below May,  I965,   and 14.7 per cent  below June,   iy64, 

a much heavier than normal  inventory drain.    The complete 

statistical trend through June is given in the tables below 

and in the graphe on the following pages;    the source for 

all of this material is the Machinery Dealers National 
Association,   l4OO-20th Street,  N.W.,   P.O.  Box 1912P, 
Washington,  D.C. 20036. 
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VII.       THE POTENTIAL USED TOOL SUPPLY 

Fron these  statistical  summaries of the sales trend, 

"e con profitably  turn to some tables from the most reliable 

indication of the potential future supply of used machine 

t^ls.   the Ninth American Machinist Inventory of Metalworker 
E.p.-ipir.ent.    The tablee are self-explanatory and the conclu-- 

fiorir  that can be drawn from them are literally innumerable; 

fiit- major point to remember is that the figures represent 

a  L'iiíenMe base for  tomorrow's  used tool market,  a base 

that  hac  leen widening ever since American Machinist began 

surveying the acce  of active metalworking equipment in 

1 4^.    At that time,   3" per cent  of the nation's machine 

tools were at least  10 years old.    Since then,   the percentage 

i:a¿ ricen progressively — to 43 per cent  in l.)4y,  56 per cent 

in 1  03,  60 per cent  in 1 )'J \   and G4 per cent  in I963. 

Sooner  or later,   tnat accumulation of age and obsolescence 

has  to burst out upon the used tool market.    This supply 

of used tools is literally between pincers,  being squeezed 

jn the one side by  an accelerating rate of technological 

change,   and on the  other by the inescapable deterioration 

that  cones with us«  and age.    Theue twin pressures must 

eventually drive tens of thousands of used tools into the 

open ir.ar'.et.    By  analyzing the following tables,   it  is 

i.oseihle to malee some educated calculations on where the 

potential used tool  supply is most  "ripe",   both by industry 

and types of machines]    and to begin to grasp the implica- 

tions of this supply for the used tool market in the next 

lo to 2'j years.    The critical,   unanswered question,  at thia 

point,   is the disposition of thla used tool supply once It 
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hits the market.    Can it be absorbed,   even assumine; a 
oontinuing expansion of the United States economy?    Will 
it be technologically acceptable,   given the trend toward 
numerical-control,   tracer  control,   and other types  of 
automated operations?    Or will the used tool  supply 
acoelerate at  a manageable, more-or-leea steady pace, 
not increasing by any disruptive amounts?    These are 
questions that the used tool industry will be trying to 
answer, and    here are the figures that constitute the 
totclcground of these questioni! 

-~-^ ~. ^¿^-^ JutffcA 
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vin. THE FOREIGN MARKET 

The used tool industry has been more active In foreign 

marketG thnn is generally realized,  oftentimes operating 

in the race o£  discriminatory résiliations by foreign countries 

anxious to protect local industries and short on exchance 
capital. 

n me  i) leasure of the extent o£  sales by United States 
used tool firms in foreign countries co.Ties from the 

Machinery Dealers National Association,  which "broke out" 

foreign sales in a supplementary survey covering 70 of its 

members in 1-.G4.    For those 70 members  alone,  export  sales 

were listed  as totalling $2,230,911 or 3.5 per cent of total 
sales.    Por ¡IJ stockinc dealers operating their own ware- 

houses,  the  total was $2,061,211,  or 3.7 per cent  of total 
sales. 

m 

One  interesting trend in the export  of used tools is 
a very distinct preference among the buyers -- in Latin 

America,  the Far East and Africa ~ for reconditioned or 

rebuilt tools, mainly because of extremely limited local 

resources for repair and maintenance.    The demand is essen- 

tially for late-model,  General-purpose tools,  either 
reconditioned or rebuilt   into top shape.^ 

'American Machinist, p.  53,  April 27,   1964 
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Another trend,   operatine  aide by aide,   is the   Ulon 
of packaced plants for abroad.    This involves  buying used 
production equipment,  putting together the elements 

necessary to produce a product  (or,   in other words,   start 

a business),   and merchandise the whole paekaGe  in u foreign 

nation.    A Los Abeles machine tool distributor,  followln•• 
that concept,   sold two plants valued at  jH million to 

Africa.      A  tool,   die and precision machininC  orßaniüatiun 
located in Nashville,   Tenn.,  redesiCned a refrigerator, 

rebuilt presses,  and produced the toolinG for  a°complete 
refrigerator plant for a Venezuelan firm.7 

The names of machinery dealers operatine in the 

export market are obtainable from the Machinery Dealers 
National Association;     see the address on paSe 10. 

IX. THE ROLE OF DIPEC'^ 

The basic mission of the Defense Industrial Plant 
Equipment Center  (Memphis, Tenn.,   33102)  is to assure the 

réutilisation of idle machine tools owned by the Department 

of Defense.    Within that framework, which indirectly affects 

iSiSSk» P. 17, June ¿2,  1964 
•7 

International Commerce.. Feb. 15, 1965 

8a»;t!'I!; S3
85'lo6k 

^^••^^ ~%— m ÈttHMÈÎÎËIttÉi ¡Mahl ¡fifittl 
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the future used tool market, DIPEC also perforine other 

functions« 

1. The screening of all Department of Defense procurement 

requisitions for machine tools and other metalworking 

equipmentj 2. Maintenance of the Department of Defense 

inventory and record system; 3. The preparation of 

procurement standards and the maintenance of the Production 
Equipment Codes. 

For the used machine tool market, one of the moat 

pertinent aspects of DIPEC»a operations involves the criteria 

used to determine whether a machine tool, having a certain 

service life expectancy and age, la economically amenable 

to rebuilding. The DIPEC criteria, reproduced aa Appendix I, 

establish a pro-rata percentage of acquiaition coat which 

may be apent on a machine tool for complete rebuilding, 

based on service life expectancy and age. 

Ag with any formulae, the DIPEC criteria muat be 

applied with judgement, common senee, and a recognition 

of the limitâtIona of this approach. The formulae are 

reproduced here for the guidance they may provide in thii 

very important area« 
«• 

I 
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